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PROJECT ABSTRACT 

 I am still in the process of securing the details for my project, so I will describe the type of project I 

am hoping to undertake. For the summer of 2022 (5/9-8/5), I will be completing a civil engineering 

internship in a location to be determined (ideally New York City, New York) with a company to be 

determined. I will gain experience working on a team, using programs essential to design, and interacting 

with professionals. I will be working a regular eight hours a weekday. I will be expected to use AutoCAD 

for design projects and will learn the basics of reviewing drawings and designs. I will also perform field 

work, including surveying and analysis of traffic patterns. I will use engineering calculations learned in my 

coursework at Ohio State. I will use data manipulation to create text and spreadsheet documents. I will 

develop professional skills and improve my time management skills and teamwork capabilities. I will also 

improve my communication skills and will gain confidence as a civil engineering student. This internship 

will teach me how to work as an engineer under a supervisor and with fellow engineers. Not only will I 

develop hard skills required for engineering, but I will become familiarized with a work environment that is 

similar to that which I will enter when I graduate and move into the workforce. 

 

  



PERSONAL STATEMENT 

“What do you want to be when you grow up?” 

It is an age-old question, one for which I am determined to always have an answer. 

The first thing I ever wanted to be was a teacher. I would help my younger sisters with their 

homework and teach my stuffed animals the math lesson I had just learned myself. I jumped to help my 

peers on class material and assignments. Next, I wanted to be a mayor. I put myself in charge of the 

“town” in my childhood basement, where the same sisters (and my dog) acted as model citizens. I made 

sure money was evenly distributed and everyone had a place to live. In high school, I wanted to be a 

doctor. I loved science and math and craved the problem solving of medical diagnosis and research. I 

completed the highest track in my school’s health sciences honors program. Now, as a sophomore in 

college, I am studying to be a civil engineer. I want to design and construct affordable, accessible, and 

environmentally conscious transit systems. 

Do all of these aspirations have something in common? Perhaps not at first glance, but there is 

one connecting thread: each dream inspired a new one. Wanting to teach sparked a desire to lead. 

Leading sparked a desire to serve. And service sparked a more targeted desire to build lasting and 

impactful structures that are essential to society. 

My changing answer to this driving question has never been about indecision. Rather, I seek the 

very best avenue for channeling an unchanging will to explore possibilities. For as long as there is 

something I hope to accomplish in the future, there is something worthwhile for me to do now. My job 

“when I grow up” is not a final destination. It is the people I meet, the skills I acquire, and the adaptable 

goals that I will carry with me always. To me, growing up does not mean closing in. It is not picking and 

choosing what few qualities and projects will define me and my work. Growing up means adding to a 

collection of hobbies, ideas, and plans that will continuously push me into new realms of experience and 

education. 

My STEP Signature Project is a crucial landmark on this journey, one that will open doors to 

future opportunities. Working as an intern for a civil engineering company will give me professional 

experience, networking skills, and other tools I need to continue piecing together the unique ways in 

which I will make a positive impact on the community.  



PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

 Because I am still in the process of securing details for my STEP project, I will describe the type 

of project I am hoping to undertake. I have submitted applications to multiple engineering firms, both 

within and outside the state, and am waiting for responses. These companies include WSP, Michael 

Baker International, ARUP, Stantec, and Bohler. I believe companies like these would be good fits for me 

because they stretch across the disciplines of civil engineering, planning, and sustainability. My ideal 

location is New York City, New York. 

I will be completing my project during the summer of 2022 (5/9-8/5). At the beginning of the 

project, I will receive training in how to assist the project engineers and designers by preparing drawings. 

I will receive direction in the specifications and technicalities of their documentation for bids. I will review 

usage instructions for AutoCAD software. I will learn to create figures for reports in GIS. After this training, 

I will work alongside civil engineers in completing the projects they are tasked with, from design to 

construction to troubleshooting. Specifically, this internship will expose me to transportation-related 

projects, as that is my area of interest. 

 The primary objectives of this project are to familiarize the intern (myself) with the professional 

civil engineering environment. By traveling to construction sites and working in offices with civil 

engineering teams, I will gain insight into the daily life of a civil engineer and the kinds of projects they 

take on. I will get a feel for the flow of project timelines and team dynamics. I will use the skills I have 

learned from my engineering coursework to become an asset in the workplace. 

 Much of the coursework I have taken over the past year will help me with the responsibilities I will 

have as a civil engineering intern. My computer graphics course has taught me how to use AutoCAD to 

make basic engineering drawings. My civil engineering materials class has provided me with a basis for 

understanding the properties and uses of potential building materials. My structural engineering principles 

class is teaching me how to determine the soundness of trusses and structures by hand and using 

technology. My numerical methods course is teaching me the statistics and decision-making processes of 

civil engineering. My introductory engineering courses from past semesters have developed my coding, 

documentation, and problem-solving skills. 



 In addition to these hard skills that are required to be in the civil engineering field, this internship 

will develop my communication and teamwork skills. Being an attentive listener and learning office 

etiquette are also essential to being a successful professional.  



PROJECT GOALS 

 This project will give me the opportunity to truly dive into my professional goal for the first time. I 

have not had any extended experiences working with or for civil engineers, and I am hopeful that this 

project will help me gain perspective on the reality of life in the workplace after college. I can begin 

directing my passion into a profession. 

 Gaining this real-world experience will certainly develop my engineering and collaborative skills, 

but it will also open doors for me to continue achieving professional goals. Having internship experience 

will make me a stronger candidate for future positions that I apply for. I will learn how to work with peers in 

a whole new way. For as long as I can remember, I have been a student, but this project is the first step 

into a new identity as a civil engineer. 

 As someone who has struggled with uncertainty regarding the major they have chosen, I would 

like to use this project as an opportunity to prove to myself and others that I am capable of being an 

engineer. Having a better understanding of the day-to-day life of the profession will allow me to pinpoint 

the aspects that I do and do not like about the position, which will help me make decisions later in my 

professional career. This internship is a chance to narrow down my “dream” job and identify the kind of 

work within the profession that I feel most passionate about.  

 There have been times when being in school has felt pointless and tedious; this internship, in 

many ways, is the first culmination of everything I have been working for academically. To finally put into 

practice the skills that I have been working on for years is a huge achievement to me. 

 I know there is a possibility that I may not like the kind of work I do during this project, but 

becoming familiar with the industry is essential either way. It is a step in the right direction on my path of 

personal and professional development. In addition to the skills I will gain from this internship, I will also 

have the opportunity to meet and interact with countless professionals. This is good practice for future 

networking and employment. 

 This project will enhance my Ohio State experience by providing me with an opportunity to 

supplement my studies. OSU is about more than just the coursework to complete the major. STEP is 

allowing me to go above and beyond getting a civil engineering degree; I am being given the means to 

become a professional and grow as a person.  



PROJECT BUDGET 

PROGRAM EXPENSES 

Budget STEP Funds Personal Funds Total Funds 

Program Fee $0 $0 $0 

PERSONAL EXPENSES 

Budget STEP Funds Personal Funds Total Funds 

Transportation $930 $170 $1100 

Living Arrangements $750 $1950 $2700 

Food $300 $0 $300 

Apparel $0 $0 $0 

Material Goods $0 $0 $0 

MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 

Budget STEP Funds Personal Funds Total Funds 

Miscellaneous Travel 
Needs 

$0 $100 $100 

Miscellaneous 
Expenses 

$0 $0 $0 

Reporting Back – 
Poster 

$20 

STEP Funds Total $2000 

Personal Funds Total $2220 

Budget Total $4220 

ARICULATION OF EXPENSES 

 
Transportation: $350 round trip flight from Cleveland, OH to location to be determined (New York City, 
NY); $400 for public transit pass for three months 
Living Arrangements: $2700 three-month stay in location to be determined (New York City, NY) 
Food: $100 a week for groceries 
Miscellaneous Travel Needs: $100 extra luggage 
 

 

 


